Focus plus context visualization can be used in augmented reality to improve the visual perception of the augmented scene. In the scope of in situ or on-patient medical data visualization, the focus plus context paradigm is used to improve depth perception for physicians showing the patient's anatomy as a focus region in the context of the patient's body. Volume clipping is one technique to realize focus plus context visualization. However, some of the existing methods for focus plus context visualization based on volume clipping do not run in full real time or are prone to artifacts. In this article, we present an extension for two of these techniques to improve performance and image quality of the original approaches. We validate all the techniques in a markerless augmented reality environment. A 3D reference model is tracked by the application, and volumetric medical data are shown to the user at the position of the patient's anatomy. Our technique is able to handle multiple anatomic regions, although the main region of interest used in this article is the face. Moreover, tracking accuracy is improved by the use of a hierarchical approach. From an evaluation of the proposed techniques, the results obtained highlight that all of them are free of artifacts, optimized for real-time performance, and improve the visual quality of the augmented scene.
guishable geometric structures. We take advantage of this to fo- show how the MAR environment can be adapted for other pa- 42 tient ROI (i.e., torso and pelvis; Section 6). The generality of 43 the proposed work is discussed in this article.
44
Traditionally, on-patient medical data visualization applica-45 tions superimpose virtual medical data on the patient. However, 46 in such applications, the virtual content seems to be floating in 47 The semiautomatic MAR environment uses an RGB-D sen- by the graphics processing unit (GPU).
121
To validate the F+C visualization techniques, we use a 122 marker-free tracking algorithm because it requires a low pro- with this approach is its performance, which does not achieve 154 the full 30 FPS even when it is implemented on the GPU. 
292
An overview of the proposed solution is given in Figure   293 1. First, we reconstruct a 3D reference model of the pa- 
318
To track the medical volume in the AR environment without 319 markers, a 3D reference model of the patient's ROI is generated.
320
To reconstruct a single 3D reference model of the patient's ROI,
321
it is necessary to detect it and segment it from the real scene a pyramid version of the ray cast data is built for each frame. 
509
As can be seen in Figure 3 , the smooth contours technique 
541
The background scene is captured and stored in memory.
542
Next, the image of the volume after clipping is binarized and 543 sent to the shader as a foreground subtraction mask I subtraction .
544
This mask identifies the region where the background can be vi- techniques, blending is done by the following linear interpola-600 tion: if zero crossing from g to g prev and g is in the clipped region then if CT data then 10:
grayLevel ← gray(I medical ); In our preprocessing computation, the 3D reference model from the medical volume, according to a user-defined iso-value.
690
The layers were recalculated for every change in viewpoint. In 
719
At the same time, the volume contours become less visible. , column II refers to the adaptive scheme proposed in this article, and column III represents a ground-truth scenario where the ray casting performs uniform sampling and the step size of the ray is too small to render the clipped data in an interactive application. Our adaptive approach (column II) is three times faster than the ground-truth scenario (column III), while achieving almost the same visual quality. For each image, we zoom in on the contours of the clipped data to highlight the differences between the different approaches. Furthermore, red arrows are used to show regions where the visual difference is apparent. The presence of alias in the zoomed images is due to the digital zoom. to further enhance the accuracy and robustness of the tracking.
